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Flash-forward

We see a room inside a house, a 
medium sized room, its empty except 
for a bed, a chest and a wardrobe, 
the room is obviously under 
decorating its night outside and we 
see two figures asleep in the bed, 
we can see that one is a woman with 
blonde and the other is a man with 
black hair. Then the man wakes up
we see he is Sayid, who is now a 
lot older and has longer hair and a 
small beard and gets up quickly and 
walks to the chest in the corner of 
the room. He opens it and smiles.

Sayid:  it’s been a long time… I 
remember your deal quite clearly… 
no I have not broken it…. I wasn’t…
I was only talking to him.

The woman wakes up behind him and 
sees him



Woman: what is in thing Sayid, and 
who are you talking to?

Sayid: no-one Anna

Anna: you are, you always take that 
chest with you wherever you go. 
What is in it?

Sayid: nothing. It’s just a memory

Anna: a memory that haunts you? A 
memory that keeps you awake at 
nights? A memory that makes you 
scared to go outside? Is this a 
memory you want to keep?

Sayid: that memory didn’t make me 
do any of those things whats in 
that box means nothing to me!

Anna: then I either want that thing 
gone or I go

Sayid…it’s not a thing



She looks at him in disgust and 
walks away.

End flash-forward

Jack is shown staring at ben after 
he has just stated that he wished 
it would not come to war

Jack: we don’t want to fight, can’t 
we just speak and reason with your 
Jacob.

Ben: No Im afraid that Jacob isn’t 
a person you can reason with.

Sayid: can’t you just let us go 
home?

Ben: Im Afraid not

Michael: why not Henry?



Ben: its ben if you would be so 
kind and to your question because 
then the world would find out and 
then our work will be ruined…. 
Anyway enough of the talk let’s get 
on with it. Who’s going first??

Ext.Beach-night

Desmond and Hurley are sitting on 
the side of one of the boats,

Desmond: you think we’ll get of 
this rock brotha??

Hurley: I don’t know dude do you?

Desmond: I don’t know either.

Hurley: so what will you do first 
when we get rescued?



Desmond: I haven’t really thought 
‘bout that yet, guess I thought I 
never would, I’d probably try to 
find my penny you?

Hurley: see how Mr. Cluck’s Chicken 
is going.

Desmond smiles

Desmond: Mr. Clucks Chicken?

Hurley collapses on Desmond 
laughing, Desmond laughs too

Jin (off-screen): Hurl-ee, 
Desmon!!!
They run over to Jin who is looking 
in the weapons dinghy, they stop 
next to it, Jin has thrown all the 
guns out scattered on the floor,

Hurley: well done dude, you managed 
to throw the guns around!

Jin: no look!



They look over the side into the 
dinghy and lying diagonally across 
the bottom of the boat is a RPG, 
rocket launcher, around the 
outskirts of the boat are boxes of 
ammo, some marked rpg launcher,

Hurley: Dude

INT, TENTS-NIGHT

Michael runs up to ben and grapples 
him to the floor, punching him

Michael: you lied to me. You said I 
can go home... you got these people 
to bring me back,

Ben: I swear I didn’t,

Sayid: ok Michael that’s enough, 
get up off him

They both get up and Michael glares 
at ben as he picks up his gun. Then 
jack aims his gun



Jack: any last words Ben?

Ben: well now you mention it I do 
have one.

Michael: well spit it out.

Ben: NOW!!!!

There is a huge explosion, all of 
them turn to the dinghies, one is 
on fire and the others are 
upturned, there is commotion lower 
down but nobody looks hurt

INT.BEACH-NIGHT

Jin, Hurley and Desmond look back 
at the boat that just exploded,

Hurley: dude, I was sitting on that 
boat like 5 minutes ago.

Desmond: he just saved us
He points to Jin, Jin shrugs it off 
and picks up the rocket launcher 
and loads it



Jin: we fight

Desmond: aye

Hurley gets a rifle and Desmond 
picks a machine gun.

EXT.TREES-NIGHT

Sawyer and Karl turn to where the 
explosion happened

Sawyer: that’s our cue let’s go

He walks of towards the beach

Robert: no wait wouldn’t it be 
better to walk through this 
undergrowth and come up behind 
them,

Sawyer: ok Robby-boy let’s go your 
way then

The 20 freighters and camp minor 
follow, sawyer, Karl and Robert 
into the jungle.



Int.tents-night

Jack: if that freighter is damaged 
your going to pay badly

...

Jack: ben? Are you listening to me?

He turns around, ben has gone.

Jack: Damn!!!

Sayid: get away from the tents!!!

Everyone runs down the beach far 
from the tents, the tents explode 
in fire, they run down to the boats 
and meet Hurley, Jin and Desmond.

Sayid: please let me use that Jin

He takes it and fires a rocket up 
into the trees by the tent remains, 
it hits the tree with a great force 
and the tree topples, we hear men 
shout.



Jin smiles, Sayid hands it back.

Jack: lets stay away from the 
freighter because if they try to 
blow us up and blow a hole in the 
ship, all this is for nothing, they 
go around to where sawyers group 
was.

Jack: where are the rest of them?

Sayid: I don’t know.

Flash-forward

We see the older Sayid in his car 
driving along a free way, he looks 
over to the passenger seat and the 
mysterious chest is sitting there

Sayid: im so sorry

We hear whispers

Whisper1: he’s left



Whisper2: let’s go

Whisper1: no wait

Whisper2: why?

Whisper1: see where he goes

Whisper2: he going to see him isn’t 
he

Whisper1: it looks that way

Whisper2: look, a man in the 
bridge.

Whisper1: where?

Sayid is looking around for the 
source of the voices

Whisper1: he’s gonna jump

Sayid: WHY ARE YOU DOING THIS TO 
ME!!

……



Sayid looks out his side window and 
sees the man the voices were 
talking about, he stares mesmerized

Whisper1: he looks familiar

Whipser2: yes, I think we have seen 
him before.

Whisper1: look

Whisper2: it’s Sheppard

Sayid sees that its jack, jack is 
about to jump

Sayid: jack no!!!

Jacks turns around and see two cars 
in a collision he runs to the cars 
and begins to help them.

END- FLASH-FORWARD

Sayid, Jin Hurley, jack Michael, 
Desmond and around 25 



freighter/camps minors are looking 
around for sawyers and Karl’s group 
suddenly they hear gunfire, 
suddenly Karl and sawyer follow by 
others run out of the jungle lower 
down the beach, there is more 
gunfire from the trees and 4 people 
fall, the group hides between 
rubble and tents.

INT.TENTS-NIGHT

Sawyer and Karl are crouched behind 
a piece of metal, Karl looks at 
sawyer and sawyer nods. Karl jumps 
out and shoots down 3 others that 
have appeared out of the jungle.
Sawyer: well done dharma boy

Karl looks at him puzzled as 26 
others run out of the jungle, Karl 
quickly gets behind the metal, 

Sawyer: aww great,

There are gunshots; there is a 
metallic bang as the bullets pump 
into the metal sheet they are 



hiding behind. Then 5 others fall 
dead and the other ones look 
around,

Karl: what?

Sayid and jacks group appear out of 
the forest, behind the others.

Sayid: drop your weapons,

The remaining 26 others drop their 
weapons and raise there hands, 

Hurley: dude they just surrendered, 
there’s 26 of them and about 30 of 
us.

Ben: are you sure that’s all we 
have got

Robert steps up and shakes bens 
hand
Robert: it’s been a long time ben

Ben: indeed it has.



The losties stare at the scene 
unfolding in front of them

Sawyer: what the hell going on 
here?

Jack: arnt you rescue?

Robert laughs and all the 
freighters point there guns at the 
survivors

Robert: you’ve got 10 seconds to 
run into that jungle

Jacks looks at them and shakes his 
head

Jack: no, we are getting rescued 
right now

Robert: you think so?

They hear a noise by the freighter 
and they see the rest of the women 
and children being dragged towards 
them, sawyer runs up to the man 
dragging Kate as does jack with 



Juliet, Michael does with Walt, and 
jin with sun.

Claire goes to Desmond

Claire: Des, what happened to 
Charlie out there?

Desmond: ill tell ya what when we 
are in a calm peaceful place and 
not in the middle of war, then I 
promise ill tell ya.

Ext. Beach - night

Sawyer; get your hands of her now.

He gets her up and they embrace,

Kate: they locked us all up soon as 
you left,

Claire: and then they dragged us 
out here

Richard steps out in front



Richard: if you want to live stand 
over there near those trees, now im 
going to give you 10 seconds to run 
into the jungle and if you don’t 
were gonna kill you.

Jack leaves Juliet and walks up to 
Richard

Jack: you know what I say to that 
Richard

Richard: let’s hear it

Jack: I say no

Richard: your decision…10

…

Richard: 9

Jack: you dare shoot down one 
person on this beach, ill kill you

Richard: 8

… 



Richard: 7

Sayid: I think we should run jack

Jack: were not leaving that 
freighter with them

Richard: 5

Ben: would you let all of your 
people here die jack because of 
your stupidity

Sayid: jack, for god sakes lets 
go!!

Richard: 4.. really jack your gonna 
be the death of everyone on this 
beach.. 3

Jack looks lost for what to do, 
sawyer sees this.

Sawyer: ok everyone just run for 
your lives!!

Chaos breaks out as everybody runs 
for their lives towards the jungle,



we see Sayid running alongside 
sawyer, close up of Sayid face

FLASH-FORWARD.

We see sawyer in hospital with a 
cast around his left leg and right 
arm, he has a bandage around his 
head, the camera pans around to 
show the room, we see that it’s the 
same room Locke was in when he was 
thrown out of the window, we see 
Sayid is reading a newspaper, the 
date is 24th September… 2008.

Sayid: 4 years, 4 years

We see jack walk in and Sayid looks 
up

Sayid: hello jack

Jack: Sayid.

Sayid: its been 4 years today jack, 
since we crashed

Jack: our deal is nearly up now



Sayid: next year to be precise

Jack: don’t you ever feel like you 
want to be back there?

Sayid: every single day.

Jack: still got it?

Sayid: it was in the car when I 
crashed unless anybody got it out; 
it’s still in there,

Jack: I tried to get it out after I 
had gotten you out but then the 
fuel leaked and the next thing I 
remember was that I was lying on my 
back, I looked for the chest but 
all I saw was pieces of metal and 
wood

Sayid: oh god, remember what he 
said would happen if we lost or 
damaged any of the chests. 

Jack: oh yes, I remember,



Sayid: do you still have yours?

Jack: yes, kept locked up in my 
basement 

Sayid: im afraid I shall have to 
face the consequences 

Jacks mobile rings,

Jack: hi 
…

Jack: no, why?
…

Jack: well Im just in the hospital
…

Jack: what? You don’t believe me?
…

Jack: no
…

Jack: ok ill be there



He gets of his phone and puts it 
away, he stands up,

Jack: well it was nice seeing you 
again,

Sayid: yes

Jack: keep in touch

He walks out and Sayid closes his 
eyes

END FLASH-FORWARD

Richard: 2

Richard: 1

…

Richard: half of you go after them, 
the other half stay with me.



The others and freighter spilt and 
go separate ways, ben and Richard 
gather around the freighter.

INT.JUNGLE-DAWN

Jack is running through the jungle, 
he stops looks around and carries 
on, there is a gunshot and a 
scream, jack turns around and head 
in that direction
He turns a corner and bumps into 
Sayid

Sayid: jack, they are coming this 
way 

Jack: ok this way

They quietly run through bushes and 
roots

Jack: where’s anyone else?

Sayid: I don’t know, I saw Claire 
before with Aaron but they came 
before I could help her.



Jack: how will we find everyone 
ever again?

Sayid: if we survive this night.

They stumble through bushes and 
stare at something; the camera pans 
round and shows us that they are 
looking at another section of the 
plane, 

Jack: wow,

Sayid: this isn’t our plane

Jack: what or course it is look, 
oceanic!!

Sayid: the parts we found were all 
there, the front, the middle and 
the tail, 

This isn’t of our plane.

They go closer and see the plane’s 
number is flight 356.



Sayid: why would they carry on 
operating if one of there aircraft 
failed?

Jack: how long has this been here?

Sayid: judging by the decomposition 
of the markings, I’d say about 15 
years

They go inside and there are 
skeletons in the seats, but some 
seats are missing people.

Jack: not a very full flight is it?

Sayid: so it would seem

Jack goes through a old-fashioned 
battered suitcase, he pulls out a 
newspaper

Jack: voila



He reads it 

Jack: well, Sayid you were wrong

Sayid: I was?

Jack: yep, this plane has been here 
since 5th May 1981

Sayid: 23 years???

We see a close up of his face

FLASH-FORWARD

Sayid is leaving the hospital, he 
is standing in the entrance of the 
hospital, waiting, a taxi drives 
past, and Sayid hails him and gets 
inside

Cab-driver: where you going mate?



Sayid: 15 Westbrook Avenue.

Cab-driver: oh haven’t you heard, 
how long have you been in that 
place?

Sayid: about 2 months

Cab-driver: im sorry to say that 
Westbrook avenue is no longer on 
the map, there was a freak 
hurricane that seemed to stay only 
on that street, everything was 
demolished.

Sayid: Anna……

Cab-driver: was your house there,

Sayid: yes and I know who did this

Cab-driver: who?

Sayid: the spirit of a dead man

Cab-driver: hey no talking like 
that in my cab



Sayid: sorry but I have no need for 
a cab now.

He leaves the man and sits on a 
bench on the side walk.

End flash-forward

Sayid and jack are inspecting the 
rest of the plane when, sawyer runs 
in

Sawyer: I just made it, what is 
this place?

Sayid: it’s a plane that crashed 
here 23 years ago

Sawyer: 23 years!!

Voice: he ran out here; check the 
area he can’t have gotten far.

Jack, Sayid and sawyer hide below 
the seats as they see feet outside 
the plane. When the feet disappear 
they sit u



Jack: did you see anyone else out 
there?

Sawyer: I was running with Karl 
when he got shot in the damn leg, I 
stopped to help him, when people 
tried to shot me so I had to run 
and leave him.

Jack: you just left him there?

Sawyer: what would you have done 
doc?

Voice: its ok boy your safe now

They go outside to see who was 
speaking; they see Michael and Walt 
hugging,

Sayid: Michael

Michael is about to respond when 
there is a gunshot, they all stop, 
Walt looks down and collapses in 
Michael arms, 

Michael: no, no, no, no



Walt: dad…

Michael: no it’ll be ok Walt, jack 
help

Jack rushes over and starts helping

Walt: no stop he said it was my 
time

Michael: no, it will never be your 
time

Walt: its ok dad..

He coughs up bloods

Jack: Walt no you’re not dying, no 
walt!!

Walt : I love you dad, 

Vincent runs up to him whimpering, 
he nudges Walt with his nose, 

Walt: hey boy……



Michael: Walt no, don’t leave me,

Walt’s eyes close and his body goes 
limp, Michael cradles him in his 
arms and cries.

Walt: wallllt no!!! My Walter 
Lloyd.

Voice: who’s gonna be the next one?

Michael gets up and looks at who 
spoke we get a close up of his face 
as…

Michael: you



LOST


